Abstract. We prove that:
Theorem 1. Let n be even and rn(ax, . . ., ar) denote the signature of a nonsingular n-dimensional complete intersection of hypersurfaces of degrees ax,. . . ,ar in CP"+r. Then rn(ax, . . . , ar) is a monotone function of each argument (increasing for n = 0 (mod 4) and decreasing for « = 2 (mod 4)).
Recall that all nonsingular complete intersections of given dimension n and multidegree (ax, . . . , a) are diffeomorphic. Therefore rn(ax, . . . , ar) is a correctly defined function.
In particular we have Theorem 2. (-l)"/2Tn(a" . . ., a) > 0 except for the cases a, = 1 (/ = 1,.. ., r), when the signature is \, or n = 2 mod 4, ax = 2, a, = 1 (i = 2,. . ., r) when the signature is zero.
Note that Theorem 2 is also proved by J. Wood [2] . We suggest our proof for its simplicity.
Lemma. Suppose that a¡ =£ I. Then Proof of Theorem 2. We proceed by induction by dimension, degree and number of nonlinear defining equations of complete intersection. The case of dimension zero is trivial because the signature is just the degree (i.e., the number of points). Suppose that the number of defining equations is one and Theorem 2 holds for all dimensions less than n. If ax = 2 then rn(V"(2)) = 1 + (-1)"/2. Indeed, rk Hn( Vn(2), R) = 2. As the basis one can choose the homology class of the section of Vn (2) by CP('l/2)+1 for which h2 = deg Vn(2) = 2, and vanishing cycle c (i.e., (A, c) = 0) for which (c, c) = (-1)"/2 • 2. Hence if n = 0 (mod 4) we obtain that t"(F"(3)) > 3 from the lemma and inductive assumptions, because r(Fn(3)) = t(F"(2)) + t"(F"(1)) -r (Fn_2(2, 3) ). If it s 2 (mod 4) we have t(F"_2(2, 3)) < -3 because r(V"_2(2, 3)) = r(Fn_2(l, 3)) + r(F"_2(l, 3)) -t (F"_4(2, 3) ).
Therefore we obtain the inequality (-l)n/2T(Fn(ii1)) > 0 for every ax. (ii) ax = 2, a2 = • • • -a, -1, n arbitrary. Then t(F"(2)) = 1 + (-Tf/2. (iii) a, = 2, a2 = 2, n = 2. Then t( F2(2, 2)) = -4. This follows by repeated use of the lemma.
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